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ABSTRACT
Topology control aims to increase the lifetime of an ad hoc
network by selecting only a subset of the available links to
be used for routing. The tradeoff between keeping the span-
ner properties of the graph while sparsifying the graph has
been well studied. However, it has often been assumed that
a sparse graph implicitly has low interference, but recent
research shows that that is not necessarily true. In this pa-
per, we discuss different methods to measure interference,
and present a new interference model that aims to describe
the interference of the entire network, rather than just the
worst part of it.

We present API, a topology control algorithm that serves
two purposes: it minimizes the interference in the network
according to our metrics, and it keeps the spanner properties
of the original graph. The paper is completed by simulations
that compare different topologies with respect to different
interference metrics.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distri-
buted Systems

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Ad hoc networks, topology control, interference

1. INTRODUCTION
In a wireless ad-hoc network, physical constraints often

force the individual nodes to use a battery as power source.
Therefore, energy is the factor that limits the lifetime of the
network.
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One way to reduce the power consumption and extend
the lifetime of the network is by topology control, a method
to choose a suitable topology to be used for routing in the
network. This is done by selecting a subset of the available
links in the network graph G = (V, E) to form the reduced
graph GTC = (V, ETC). The general approach of a topol-
ogy control algorithm is to remove longer links from the net-
work in order to force the nodes to use several shorter hops
instead, using a smaller amount of energy. On the other
hand, if too many edges (or a wrong selection of edges) are
removed, the paths become unacceptably long with respect
to the number of hops, and the network may even become
disconnected.

In addition to the obvious requirement that the reduced
graph must be connected, a stronger requirement is that it
has to be a spanner. A t-spanner (where t is a constant)
is a graph where the shortest path in GTC between any
two nodes is at most t times longer than the shortest path
between these nodes in G. A graph can be a spanner with
respect to the euclidian distance as well as with respect to
the energy cost of the path. Another common requirement,
in order to reduce interference, is that the reduced graph
should be sparse: that the number of edges should be in
the order of the number of nodes. A stronger version of
that requirement is that the maximum degree (number of
neighbors, of any node) should not exceed a given constant.
A graph that fulfills that requirement must also be sparse,
but a sparse graph does not necessarily fulfill the maximum
degree requirement.

Transmitting nodes influence the ability of other nodes
to receive data. A node is not able to receive data from
its neighbor if another neighbor is transmitting at the same
time. This mutual disturbance of communication is called
interference. Reducing interference in the network leads to
fewer collisions and packet retransmissions, which indirectly
reduces the power consumption and extends the lifetime of
the network. Therefore, reducing the interference in the re-
duced graph GTC is an important goal for topology control
algorithms. As mentioned earlier, previous work in topol-
ogy control often assumes that a sparse network implies low
interference. However, it has been shown in [3] that a low
node degree does not guarantee low interference. Interfer-
ence is therefore a factor that must be specifically adressed
when working in the field of topology control.

In this paper we present new metrics for the interference
of a given graph, and relate it to metrics used by other
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authors. We also present a topology control algorithm that
minimizes the average path interference of a graph while
still preserving the spanner property.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an
overview of previous work on topology control algorithms,
especially concerning interference. Several different metrics
for interference are covered. In section 3, we present our
network model that will be used in this paper as well as
a survey of metrics used by other authors. The section is
concluded by definitions of new metrics for interference in
an ad-hoc network that we introduce. Section 4 discusses
how different interference models give different results when
aiming to reduce interference in a network. In section 5, we
describe an algorithm that minimizes the interference in the
network according to our metric while keeping the spanner
properties of the original graph. In section 6 we compare
this algorithm with other topology control algorithms us-
ing simulations and discuss properties of different topolo-
gies with respect to different interference metrics. Finally,
section 7 concludes our work.

2. RELATED WORK
Earlier topology control algorithms were often based on

computational geometry structures, such as the minimum
spanning tree [8], or the Delaunay triangulation [5]. In [9],
Rodoplu and Meng present an algorithm that keeps all en-
ergy optimal paths. Their topology, which takes an energy
model as input, is a general version of the Gabriel graph[4].
The Gabriel graph of a set of vertices in the plane is defined
as follows: the edge (p, q) exists iff the circle with diam-
eter pq does not contain any vertice other than p or q in
its interior. If the energy model used as input has the cost
for a given distance d to be Energy = O(d2), the structure
produced by the algorithm in [9] is the Gabriel graph. How-
ever, the Gabriel graph is not an Euclidian spanner: it was
shown in [1] that the Euclidian spanning ratio for Gabriel
graphs is Θ(

√
n) in the worst case. The XTC topology con-

trol algorithm [13] is shown to produce a subgraph of the
relative neighborhood graph [10]: in both algorithms, an
edge between nodes u and v cannot exist if a node w ex-
ists such that |uv| > max(|uw|, |vw|). However, unlike the
RNG, the XTC algorithm can also remove the edge (u, v)
if |uv| = max(|uw|, |vw|).

In general, topology control algorithms do not deal di-
rectly with reducing the interference. Instead, it is assumed
that a sparse graph will lead to low interference. For ex-
ample, [12] assumes that a low node degree in the graph
implies low interference. However, in [3] it is shown that
even a graph with a maximum degree of 2 can have a very
high interference relative to the optimal solution. This is
because a node can interfere with other nodes that are not
direct neighbors in the graph. Even the nearest neighbor
forest topology, where each node only connects to its near-
est neighbor, does not guarantee low interference. Thus, the
only way to guarantee low interference is to define how to
measure it and design an algorithm that explicitly reduces
interference. There is, however, a tradeoff between low in-
terference and connectivity: as links are removed to reduce
interference, the paths in the network grow in length which
leads to higher delay and power consumption.

[2] examines the trade-off between congestion, dilation,

and power consumption. The paper defines the congestion
of a network as the maximum congestion an edge experi-
ences; the congestion for a single edge e is the sum of the
load on e and the load of all the edges that interfere with
e. The dilation of a network is defined as the length of the
longest path in the network. It is shown that Ω(W ), where
W is the amount of traffic in the network, is a lower bound
for the congestion value multiplied by the dilation of that
network. Also, it is shown that it is impossible to optimize
both the congestion and the energy efficiency of a network:
one of the factors will be at least a polynomial factor worse
than in the optimal network.

An important question is how the amount of interference
in a network should be measured. [3] presents a traffic-
independent model of the amount of interference in a net-
work, where the interference of the entire network is defined
as the maximum edge coverage: the maximum number of
nodes affected by one specific link in the network. The au-
thors show that it is impossible for a local algorithm to al-
ways find the topology that gives the lowest maximum edge
coverage, since knowledge of the entire network is needed.
However, they present the algorithm LISE (Low Interfer-
ence Spanner Establisher) that solves a similar problem:
find the graph with the lowest possible maximum edge cov-
erage that also is a t-spanner, where t is a constant that can
be chosen freely. As long as every edge (or in practice, one
of its incident nodes) has knowledge of its t

2
-neighborhood1,

the path with the lowest maximum edge coverage that ful-
fills the spanner requirement can be computed locally. A
distributed version of the algorithm (Local LISE, or LLISE)
is also described. This work is expanded upon in [11], where
an alternative, receiver-centric, interference model is intro-
duced. In this model, the coverage of a node v in the net-
work graph G is defined as the number of nodes covering
v with their disks induced by their transmission ranges set
to reach their farthest neighbor in G. The interference of
the entire network is defined by the maximum coverage for
any node in the network. One drawback of these models is
that they do not consider the interference of entire paths,
but instead aim to reduce the interference locally. This can
lead to longer paths, which in turn leads to a larger num-
ber of nodes being affected by the communication. In [7]
an alternative interference metric that corresponds to the
average interference of the entire network is presented: the
interference is defined as the sum of the edge coverage of
all edges in the network, divided by the number of nodes in
the network.

A different interference model is presented in [6]. This
metric also takes the transmission power into account: if
the number of neighbors is constant when a node increases
or decreases its transmission power level from P1 to P2,
the interference measure should increase/decrease as well.
Also, if two nodes N1 and N2 are using the same transmis-
sion power level but have different numbers of neighbors,
the interference measures of the two nodes should differ to
reflect the difference in the number of neighbors.

1The t-neighborhood of an edge e is defined as all edges in
the graph that can be reached by a path of length no more
than t|e|, starting from one of e’s incident nodes.
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3. MODEL

3.1 Network representation
In this paper, an ad hoc network is modelled as an Eu-

clidian graph G = (V, E) with the vertices in V representing
network nodes, and the edges E representing communica-
tion links. The euclidian position of the vertices in the
graph corresponds to the physical position of the nodes
in the euclidian two dimensional space, which means that
the edge weight w(u, v) represents the physical distance be-
tween nodes u and v. Each node u has a maximum trans-
mission range Ru. Since we only consider undirected links,
a link uv can only exist if the distance between the nodes u
and v is no larger than min(Ru, Rv).

We assume that any node can adjust its transmission
power to any value from 0 to its maximum transmission
power, depending on the desired transmission radius: when
transmitting to node v, node u uses the lowest possible
transmission power needed to reach v. A common path
loss model says that the signal strength received by a node
can be described as p/dα, where p is the transmission power
used by the sending node, and d is the distance between two
nodes. α is a path loss gradient, depending on the trans-
mission environment. Consequently, the energy cost c(u, v)
to send a message of fixed length directly from node u to
node v is Θ(|u, v|α). The energy cost of a path is defined as
the sum of the energy costs of all edges in the path.

3.2 Existing interference metrics
Topology control algorithms that aim to reduce interfer-

ence are based on different metrics, that are used to mini-
mize the interference. Unless the traffic pattern in a network
is known in advance, the amount of interference in the net-
work can only be based on the network topology. In [3], the
interference of a network is defined as the maximum edge
coverage occuring in the network, where the coverage of an
edge e = (u, v) is defined as the number of nodes that are
within distance |u, v| to at least one of u and v, or more
formally:

Cov(e) = |{w ∈ V, |v, w| ≤ |u, v| ∪ |u, w| ≤ |u, v|}| (1)

and

MaxEdgeCoverage(G) = max
e∈E

Cov(e)

In the subsequent article [11] the authors claim that the pre-
vious definition is problematic, since it is sender-centric, and
since small changes in the network can drastically change
the interference measure. Instead, they propose to define
interference of a graph as the maximum interference of any
node in the graph. The interference of a node v is defined
as the number of nodes in the graph that cover v with their
transmission disks when they communicate with their far-
thest neighbor in the graph. More formally, if ur is the
distance between node u and its farthest neighbor in G, we
have:

Cov(v) = |{u|u ∈ V v, |u, v| < ur}|
and

MaxNodeCoverage(G) = max
v∈V

Cov(v)

Both the described approaches work according the same
principle: the global interference in a network depends solely

on the local part with the highest interference. Reducing
the interference in that part by definition reduces the in-
terference of the entire network. One problem is that the
metrics do not consider the interference in general; a net-
work with high interference in one place and low interference
everywhere else could have the same interference as another
network with equally high interference everywhere. In [7],
the authors extend the work in [3] by defining average edge
interference as the sum of the coverage of all edges in the
graph, divided by the number of nodes in the graph:

AverageEdgeCoverage(G) =
(

∑

e∈E

Cov(e)
)

/|V |

Using this definition, a small change in the topology will not
change the interference measure as much as it could using
the definition in [3].

3.3 Proposed new metrics
However, this definition does not take into account the

length of the paths in the graph. This means that the paths
can grow indefinitely without affecting the interference met-
ric. Therefore, we define the average path interference of a
graph as the sum of interference for all interference-optimal
paths between node pairs, divided by the number of all node
pairs in the graph. The interference-optimal path between
nodes u and v is the path IoptPuv = {e1, e2, ..., ek} between
u and v that has the lowest interference, according to the
following definition: the interference of a path is defined as
the sum of the coverage of all edges in the path, according
to the definition of edge coverage in [3].

TotIoptPI(G) =
∑

u,v∈V

∑

e∈IoptPuv

Cov(e) (2)

If the resulting value is divided by the total number of
node pairs that are connected in G, we will get the average
interference for all minimum-interference paths.

A metric that considers the interference when shortest-
path routing is used can be obtained by replacing the inter-
ference-optimal path IoptPuv with the shortest path SPuv,
with the rest of the formula identical:

TotSPI(G) =
∑

u,v∈V

∑

e∈SPuv

Cov(e) (3)

The average interference for all shortest paths is defined
as TotSPI(G) divided by the number of node pairs con-
nected in G.

An alternate way to view this metric is to view it as it as-
signs a weight to every edge, based on the usage of that edge
assuming shortest-path routing and uniform traffic among
all nodes. This means that the coverage of certain edges
have a larger impact on the total graph interference than
other edges. It is worth noting that even if the average edge
coverage of one graph G1 = (V, E1) is lower than another
graph G2 = (V, E2), graph G2 can still have lower interfer-
ence according to this metric.

Every topology control algorithm removes some edges
from the original graph G in order to reduce the energy
consumption of the network. In the new topology, the
interference-optimal with respect to G may disappear and
be replaced by a different path that is interference-optimal
with respect to GTC . Then it is important to evaluate how
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much worse is the interference-optimal paths in GTC than in
G. The maximum interference difference metric is defined
as the biggest difference in interference between IoptPuv in
the original graph compared to IoptPuv in the graph that is
the output of a topology control algorithm. More formally:

MD(GTC ) = max
u,v∈V

(

IoptPuvI(GTC) − IoptPuvI(G)
)

where IoptPuvI(G) is the interference of the interference-
optimal path between nodes u and v in G.

4. COMPARISON OF INTERFERENCE
METRICS

Figure 1: Example topology.

In order to reduce interference, it is important to consider
the metric that is used. Different metrics can give vastly
different results for the same topologies: a topology that
has low interference according to one metric might be far
from optimal considering another metric.

Figure 1 shows the topology that gives the lowest inter-
ference according to the max edge coverage metric ([3]),
while still connecting the entire network. Since the upper
and lower group of nodes have to be connected, the leftmost
connection is the one which results in the lowest interfer-
ence. However, this means that a message between any
node in the top half and any node in the bottom half of
the topology has to use the leftmost edge. Using the aver-
age path interference metric, the interference for the graph
would be Θ(n).

5. PRODUCING A LOW-INTERFERENCE
SPANNER

This section describes a topology control algorithm that
creates a reduced graph GTC = (V, ETC) that aims to re-
duce the interference according to our definition of average
path interference (2, 3), while still retaining energy span-
ner properties. Energy cost c(u, v) as defined in section 3
is used as a measure of a connection quality between two
nodes.

5.1 Algorithm description
The Average Path Interference (API) algorithm consists

of two steps: computing a Gabriel graph, and reducing the
graph. Calculating the Gabriel graph is done in the follow-
ing way:

For each node u:
1. Broadcast a test message with maximum signal
strength.
2. For each received test message:

2a. Denote the received signal strength
from v as pv

rec.
2b. Evaluate the distance d
from node u to neighbor v, using the
signal degradation model
prec = porg/dα.
2c. Calculate the energy cost c(u, v)
needed for sending a message from u to v
based on the cost function c(u, v) = dα.
2d. Respond to v with the value c(u, v).

3. Wait until all neighbors responds to u with
c(v, u), where v is the neighbor.
4. Broadcast to every neighbor the value of
c(v, u) for every neighbor v.
5. For each neighbor v:

Activate link (u, v) iff no node w exists
such that c(u, w) + c(w, v) ≤ c(u, v).

The next step is to remove links that lead to high inter-
ference. The coverage of each link can be calculated locally.
If a link can be replaced with two links that together have
smaller coverage, it is removed. In practice, the algorithm
marks the links that will be used and all the unmarked links
are removed.

For each node u:
For each neighbor v:

If there exists a node w such that
Cov(u, w) + Cov(w, v) < Cov(u, v),
mark (u, w) and (w, v) to retain.
Otherwise, mark (u, v) to retain.

Remove all unmarked links.

5.2 Analysis
The graph produced by the algorithm is an energy span-

ner.

Proof. Since the Gabriel graph that is produced in the
first step of the algorithm contains all energy-optimal paths,
we only need to consider the second step.

When a link e is deleted, the two links e1, e2 that replace
it cannot both be longer than the removed link. If they
were, their combined coverage would have to be larger than
the coverage of the removed link. This is because the nodes
that were covered by e according to (1) are covered by either
e1 or e2 if they both are longer than e. If the combined
coverage by e1 and e2 is not smaller than the coverage of e,
e would not have been replaced in the first case. This leads
to a contradiction.

If the distance of the original link is d and the distances
of the two links that replace it are d1 and d2, we know that
d1 ≤ d + d2, and conversely for d2. Since at least one of d1

and d2 is at most d, the other replacing link can be at most
d + d = 2d. Therefore, if the original length was l and the
original energy cost was lα (where α is a constant depending
on the energy model), the new energy cost will be no larger
than lα + (2l)α. In other words, the ratio between the new
energy cost and the old is 1 + 2α.
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Figure 2: The figures show the results of three dif-
ferent topology control algorithms being performed
on the original topology (upper left): the XTC al-
gorithm (upper right), the LISE algorithm (lower
left), and finally the API algorithm (lower right).

Since the Gabriel graph is planar, the reduced Gabriel
graph produced by the algorithm wil be planar as well.

The API algorithm is not guaranteed to produce the op-
timal graph with respect to interference, since each node
only has local knowledge. However, edges that can be re-
placed with two other edges in order to reduce interference
are removed from the graph. The algorithm may miss edges
that can be replaced with longer paths, but as the length of
a path grows the total interference of the path is likely to
grow as well, and the path is less likely to be a candidate
to replace an edge.

6. SIMULATIONS
In this section we present the interference properties of

topologies produced by three different topology control al-
gorithms (see Figure 2). The topologies were produced by
placing nodes randomly and uniformly on a square field of
size 20 by 20 units, where all nodes had the common com-
munication range of 2,5 units. A link between two nodes ex-
ists if and only if the distance between them is less than the
range. The networks were generated using different num-
ber of nodes in order to create networks of various density.
For every density, three different topologies were generated.
On each topology, the different topology control algorithms
were run. The values presented here are mean values of the
three different topologies for each density.

6.1 Topology control algorithms

6.1.1 Low Interference Spanner Establisher (LISE)
The LISE algorithm [3] aims to reduce the edge cover-

age in the network, with the requirement that the resulting

graph must be an euclidian t-spanner. This means that an
edge e with the length l can be removed if there exist an
alternate path no longer than tl, where no edge has more
coverage than e. The larger t is, the longer the replacement
paths can be. This can lead to longer delays, as well as
more coverage if you take the entire replacement path into
account.

The time complexity of LISE is O(t), since each node
needs to collect information about its t/2-neighborhood. If
the network is mobile, and the topology needs to be up-
dated continuously, the time complexity can be an impor-
tant factor. Also, the increased message complexity means
that this algorithm will require more energy than topology
control algorithms that only use local knowledge.

In the simulations the t-value was set to 4, since simu-
lation results in [3] indicates that it is a good compromise
between reducing interference and keeping the length of the
paths as low as possible.

6.1.2 XTC
Unlike LISE, in the XTC algorithm [13] each node only

needs local knowledge. Given a unit disk graph G, the cor-
responding GXTC graph is planar and have a degree of at
most 6, since no two adjacent edges in GXTC can enclose
an angle less than π/3. Also, for any weighted graph G′ the
corresponding G′

XTC does not contain any cycles of length
3; in other words, the girth of G′

XTC is at least 4. The mes-
sage complexity of XTC is O(∆), where ∆ is the maximum
degree of the network. This i because each node must con-
tact all its neighbors. The time complexity is O(1), since
only communication between neighboring nodes is needed.

6.1.3 API
As XTC, the API algorithm only uses local information.

The resulting graph is a reduced version of the Gabriel
graph, where edges that have higher coverage than their
neighbors are removed. The resulting graph is an energy
spanner, though not necessarily an euclidian spanner.

The time and message complexity of the API algorithm
is the same as for the XTC algorithm.

6.2 Simulation results
In this section, we present the simulation results using

the metrics presented in Section 3.
Not surprisingly, the LISE algorithm generates a graph

that has the lowest maximum edge coverage, since it aims
to minimize that specific measure (see Figure 3). The XTC
algorithm removes a large portion of edges, including edges
with high coverage. The API algorithm tries to reduce the
interference for every edge in the network in order to reach
a low average interference rather than focusing on the worst
case. Combined with the fact that the XTC graph is the
sparsest graph, this means that the API algorithm performs
worst in this case.

However, considering the average edge interference in Fig-
ure 4, the graph produced by the LISE algorithm has much
higher interference than the other two algorithms. This is
not surprising, since the average edge interference is de-
fined as the total edge interference divided by the number
of nodes. More edges will therefore result in higher interfer-
ence, and API and XTC both produce sparser graphs than
LISE does.
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Figure 3: The maximum edge interference.
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Figure 4: The average edge interference.
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Figure 5: The maximum node coverage.
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Figure 6: The average interference-optimal path in-
terference.

Considering the maximum node coverage metric (Figure
5), it also seems that the sparser graphs have a lower inter-
ference, with XTC performing best. But since it is the
sparsest graph, it loses some of the interference-optimal
paths.

Using the new interference metrics, we see that the API
algorithm generally gives the best results. When looking
at average path interference with respect to interference-
optimal paths (Figure 6) we see that both the LISE and
the API algorithm preserves almost all interference-optimal
paths: the optimal results, which we get when no edges have
been removed from the original graph, are almost identical
to the results for the two algorithms. In comparison, the
results are clearly worse for the XTC algorithm. This is
related to the fact that XTC produces the sparsest graph.
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Figure 7: The average shortest-path interference.

When looking at the average path interference with re-
spect to the shortest path (Figure 7), API and XTC give
a lower interference than LISE. Also, using the maximum
interference difference metric (Figure 8), the API graph has
lower interference than both LISE and especially XTC. This
means that in the topology resulting from our algorithm, it
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Figure 8: The biggest difference between interfer-
ence in a interference-optimal path compared to the
interference-optimal path in the original topology.

is possible to find paths that are not much worse than the
interference-optimal paths in the original graph.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we study how to measure the amount of

interference in a wireless network. In contrast to most of
the related work we look at the interference of entire paths
instead of interference of individual edges or nodes. We
propose three new interference metrics that aim to reflect
the interference of the entire network.

We also propose a new topology control algorithm, that
is shown to produce an energy-spanning graph as a result,
while reducing the interference according to previously es-
tablished interference metrics. We compare it with previ-
ously suggested topology control algorithms on randomly
generated graphs of various density. We see that sparser
graphs generally perform better with respect to the aver-
age edge interference and maximum node coverage metrics,
but perform worse with respect to metrics based on the
interference-optimal paths.

Out of the three implemented algorithms, the API topol-
ogy gives bad results in the sense of the max edge interfer-
ence, and less than optimal with respect to the max node
interference metric. But it performs better in the case of av-
erage edge interference, where its results are close to those
of the XTC algorithm, and far better than LISE. This met-
ric is more important for the network communication since
a majority of the paths retain a low level of interference.

The average path interference of the API topology mat-
ches the better of XTC and LISE for both interference-
optimal and shortest paths.

Finally, we see that the interference-optimal paths pro-
duced by the API algorithm have an interference that al-
ways stays close to the interference of the interference-opti-
mal paths in the original topology. For the LISE and espe-
cially the XTC algorithm, the worst-case difference is much
larger.
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